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ABSTRACT: The aim of this study is to develop a new, non-destructive, experimental method, based 

on the thermal response of materials, to determine crack nucleation threshold during a fretting test in a 

cylinder on flat contact configuration. The temperature evolution during a fretting test with constant 

loading showed that the latter can be decomposed into three parts: an overall thermal drift, and two 

periodic signals at fL and 2fL; where fL is the loading frequency. The results showed that the stabilized 

value of the drift and the periodic signals' amplitudes can be empirically related to the crack nucleation 

threshold; with result differences of less than 10% from those determined by destructive methods. 
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Nomenclature 

 

A composite compliance 

Af amplitude of periodic signal at fL 

Af
sta stabilized value of Af reached after several cycles 

A2f amplitude of periodic signal at 2fL 

A2f
sta stabilized value of A2f reached after several cycles 

a Hertzian contact half size 

C specific heat 

c  stick zone size 

c'  the new stick zone size during Q variation 

d1 intrinsic dissipation 

E  young modulus 

E*  equivalent young modulus  

fL  loading frequency 

fS camera frame rate 

k  heat conduction coefficient 

kcyl. heat conduction coefficient of the cylinder 

kflat heat conduction coefficient of the flat 
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L pad and flat length  

n  normal of the surface 

P constant normal force 

p Hertz contact pressure distribution 

pmax maximal Hertzian pressure 

Q cyclic tangential force 

Qa tangential force amplitude 

q shear stress distribution in the contact 

qd crack threshold value obtained by the destructive method 

qmax maximal value of q reach during a cycle 

qTH crack threshold value obtained by the thermal method 

R cylinder radius 

Ra arithmetic mean surface roughness 

sthe thermoelastic source 

ua tangential slip amplitude 

uslip tangential slip 

vslip tangential slip velocity 

 

 thermal expansion coefficient 

cyl. heat flux density due to friction going in the cylinder 

flat heat flux density due to friction going in the flat 

slip heat flux density due to friction 

 tangential displacement 

a tangential displacement amplitude 

 thermal exchange coefficient between A and B 

µ coefficient of friction 

ρ density 

 the stress tensor

u ultimate stress 

y0.2 yield stress at 0.2% 

 temperature variation 

d thermal drift 

d
sta stabilized value of d reached after several cycles 

fit smoothing temperature function 

exp experimental temperature variation 

 Poisson ratio

 

1. Introduction 

Fretting damage has been recognized as a problem in several industrial applications for years now. 

Fretting is a small amplitude oscillatory movement, which may occur between contact surfaces 

subjected to vibration or cyclic stress. Fretting is therefore encountered in assemblies of components 

(e.g., helicopters, aircraft, trains, ships, trucks, electrical connectors…[1]) and thus concerns a wide 

range of industries. Under sliding conditions, fretting damage on the contact surface is critically 

controlled by the amplitude of the slip displacement [2][3]. Figure 1 shows a basic sketch of a fretting 



test in the cylinder on flat configuration, the sliding regimes and the associated damage process. Usually 

during a fretting test a constant normal force, P, is applied and a cyclic tangential relative displacement, 

, is imposed, leading to a cyclic tangential force, Q. Fretting can be divided into two slip regimes, 

partial slip and gross slip. In the case of partial slip the tangential force amplitude, Qa, increases with the 

tangential displacement amplitude, a, and the contact surface is split into a sticking area and two sliding 

areas. The main damage process during this regime is crack nucleation (cf. Figure 1). In the second 

regime, gross slip, the tangential force is kept constant and the whole contact surface is a sliding area. 

The main damage process in this case is wear. This study will focus on the partial slip regime. 

 
Figure 1: basic sketch of a fretting test 

 

Several approaches consider the fretting loading under stabilized partial slip conditions as a multiaxial 

fatigue loading with stress gradient [4]. It has been shown also that crack nucleation can be predicted by 

using the multiaxial fatigue criteria (Dang Van, Crossland,...) [5–7]. Classic identification techniques of 

fatigue properties are time-consuming and require expensive destructive methods that render dispersive 

results. Therefore, several authors have developed alternative methods based on a material’s self-heating 

response to provide fatigue limits under uniaxial [8–11] and multiaxial [12] loadings. This assumes that 

the temperature evolution of a specimen during a fatigue test is an indicator of plasticity at the 

microscopic scale. Moreover, research teams used this thermal information to identify or verify their 

microplasticity models [13–15]. 

This paper emphasises the application of these alternative methods to evaluate the crack nucleation 

threshold under fretting loading and it will be composed as follows: quick descriptions of materials used 

and our experimental device, an analysis of temperature variation during fretting testing, a brief review 



of computed temperature evolution method and finally a presentation of the method developed to 

determine crack thresholds. 

2. Material and experimental set up 

2.1 Material and contact parameters  

 

A cylinder on flat configuration was chosen for this study. The cylinder radius was R = 80 mm, the pad 

and the flat length were each L = 8 mm. The material used for the plane specimen was a steel alloy 

35NCD16 with a specified heat treatment while the cylindrical counter bodies were heat treated steel 

100C6. Surface roughness was controlled (Ra = 0.4µm). Table 1 shows the mechanical properties used 

in this work. 

 

Material E (GPa)  u (MPa) y0.2 (MPa) 

35NCD16 200 0.3 1130 810 

100C6 195 0.3 1500 813 

Table 1: 35NCD16 and 100C6 mechanical properties 

 

2.2 Experimental device and loading conditions 

 

Tests were carried out using an experimental set-up specially designed at LTDS and based on a fretting 

device mounted on a servo-hydraulic test machine with two actuators: one for the normal load and one 

for the cyclic tangential displacement (cf. Figure 2(a)) [16]. A fretting test consists of applying a 

constant normal force P to the counter body causing an elliptic pressure over the contact zone with a 

maximal value, pmax (cf. Figure 2(b)). A cyclic relative displacement, is then imposed leading to a 

macroscopic tangential force, Q, and a classical shear stress over the surface which exhibits its 

maximum value, qmax, at the stick zone limit (cf. Figure 2(b)). P, Q and  are recorded during the test. 

pmax, qmax and the loading frequency, fL, were chosen to characterize our tests. Tests performed are 

characterized by a loading frequency equal to 1 or 10Hz and a maximal Hertzian pressure varying from 

420 to 1000MPa. In this study, Variable Displacement Method [17] under partial slip conditions was 

used. This method will be developed later on in this work. For each maximal pressure, coefficients of 

friction at the transition between partial slip and gross slip regime were previously estimated. A study 

[16] showed that this coefficients of friction may be used to provide representative value of the friction 

within the sliding zone under partial slip condition. 

Note that it's important to keep a good alignment between the plane specimen and the cylindrical counter 

body. Cylinder axis must be parallel to the contact plane. 

 



 

Figure 2 (a) fretting device (b) shear stress and pressure distributions 

over the contact for Q = Qa. 

 

2.3 Destructive experimental procedure 

 

Previous tests were performed using a destructive method to determine crack nucleation thresholds as in 

[18] (cf. Figure 3). This method consists of testing several tangential load amplitudes, Qa, for a given 

normal load P. The sample is cut along the middle plane perpendicular to the fretting loading. The new 

surfaces are then polished and observed with an optical microscope to measure the crack length and 

depth (cf. Figure 3(a)). This process is repeated at least three times in order to assess the homogeneity of 

the crack data. Only maximal cracks lengths are considered. A crack initiation threshold is predefined to 

determine whether the crack is occurred or not. This threshold was set at 10 µm. All the tests were 

performed at 106 cycles with a loading frequency of 10 Hz. Therefore, this method is very time/material 

consuming.  

 



 

Figure 3: destructive method: (a) crack depth measurement method (b) crack nucleation 

threshold estimation 

 

2.4 Thermal measurement 

 

The camera used in this study is a FLIR SC7600 MWIR 2.5-5µm. The focal length of the optical lens is 

25 mm. This camera is equipped with an InSb 640x512 element detector. The maximal frame rate, fS, is 

380Hz and the noise-equivalent temperature (NET) is lower than 25mK. In this study, the size of a pixel 

is equal to 0.16x0.16 mm². Specimens are painted with a black matte paint to increase their emissivity. 

And the lens axis of the camera is kept fixed and held perpendicular to the lateral surface of the 

specimens (cf. Figure 4(a)). Given the high thermal conductivity of the steel alloys, we can assume that 

the observed temperature field is very close to the temperature of the contact. 

 

 

Figure 4: (a) Basic sketch of the camera position (b) temperature field 



 

For this study a macroscopic scale was chosen. At this scale, specimen deformations can be neglected. 

The temperature is then averaged over a Region Of Interest (ROI - cf. Figure 4(b)) to increase the 

signal/noise ratio and measure small temperature variations (<25mK). In the ideal case this ratio 

increases with the square root of the number of pixels that are averaged [19]. The size of the ROI is 

characterized by the Hertzian contact size a and in practice ROI lengths in pixels are round to the nearest 

integers greater than or equal to a in each direction. Depending pmax, the number of pixels in the ROI can 

vary from about 30 to 150 pixels.  

Vibrations and flexibility of the experimental device impose rigid body movement (rotation and 

translation) on the flat specimen. A marker tracking method was developed and used to eliminate these 

displacements (cf. Figure 4(b)). This method detects markers using edge detection and basic morphology 

[19]. Markers can be easily detected in each image if it has sufficient contrast from the background. In 

Figure 4(b), markers are made by a polished steel sheet (with low emissivity) observed through a black 

painted sheet (with high emissivity) with four holes. Even if the two sheets are at the same temperature, 

high emissivity difference introduces a high variation of the measured temperatures. This method allows 

us also to put markers directly on the specimen even if there is a temperature variation and so a high 

contrast. After markers detection, the algorithm finds the centroids of each marker and then calculates its 

displacements. This method was chosen from several others (Correlation methods, Phase method,...[19]) 

due to the high performance of the algorithm. Thousands of images have to be analysed for one thermal 

movie. To conclude with this method, two markers are enough to estimate the rigid movement body but 

four are used to enhance the accuracy of this one. A least square fitting algorithm is thus used to 

estimate the six terms of the rotation and translation matrix (2 dimension transformation). 

 

3. Thermal Analysis 

3.1 Temperature evolution during a fretting test with constant loading parameters 

Figure 5 shows the thermal response of the material during a fretting test with constant loading 

parameters. The graph shows the evolution of the temperature variation  averaged over the ROI for a 

fretting test with following parameters: pmax=800MPa, qmax=520MPa, fL= 1Hz and fS=100Hz. We can 

also observe a generalized warming of about 0.15°C, superimposed by oscillatory variation of 

temperature with maximal amplitude of about 0.02°C. Temperature stabilization is reached after several 

cycles.  

 



 
Figure 5: Temperature variation evolution for pmax=800MPa, qmax=520MPa and fL= 1Hz 

 

Figures 6 and 7 present the spectral analysis obtained by discrete Fourier transformations of the 

temperature evolutions and the measured displacement. 

The shape of the displacement evolution (cf. Figure 6(a)) induces two harmonics on its frequency 

spectrum (cf. Figure 6(b)): a high level amplitude at fL = 1.4Hz (the real loading frequency) and a lower 

amplitude at 3fL = 4.2Hz. The lower amplitude can be explained by a loading signal distortion due to the 

experimental device and the contact rigidity. This distortion can be characterized by a triangle form 

rather than a sinusoidal form. 

 



  
Figure 6:  (a) zoom on the displacement evolution;  

(b) single-sided amplitude spectrum of the displacement  

 

Analysis of the temperature variation spectrum in Figure 7(b) exhibits four harmonics at fL, 2fL, 3fL and 

4fL with decreasing amplitudes. In the following, harmonics at 3fL and 4fL will be neglected. We can 

assume that the harmonic at fL is induced by thermoelastic effect and that the harmonic at 2fL is induced 

by several dissipative effects like plasticity and friction in the sliding zone. 

 



 

Figure 7: (a) zoom on the temperature variation evolution; 

(b) single-sided amplitude spectrum of the temperature variation 

 

3.2 Sliding-smoothing least-square fitting method 

To separately analyse each effect of the thermal signal a method of sliding-smoothing by least-squares 

was chosen in this study from several possible methods as in [20] and [21]. The main advantage of this 

method is that it can work with an undersampled signal (the Nyquist–Shannon sampling principle is not 

respected) with the correct ratio between sampling frequency and signal frequency [22]  as well as its 

ability to give several types of information from a simple thermal signal. The smoothing temperature 

function, fit, is as follows: see equation (1). This function takes into account all previously presented 

spectral properties. 

 

         1 2 3 4 5 6

linear drift perdiodic function at perdiodic function at 2

cos 2 sin 2 cos 4 sin 4

L L

fit
L L L L

f f

θ t p p t p f t p f t p f t p f t           (1) 

 

where the periodic signal at fL describes the thermoelastic effects, the linear drift function and the 

periodic signal at 2fL take into account transient effects due to heat loss, dissipative heating and possible 

drifts in the equilibrium temperature (cf. Figure 8). 

 



 
Figure 8: example of the moving least-square fitting method 

 

Thermal drift, d, and amplitudes of periodic signals at fL and 2fL, respectively Af and A2f  (cf. Figure 8), 

can be defined by: 
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 (2) 

 

Figure 9 shows the experimental temperature function, exp, with its smoothing function, fit. It also 

shows the evolution of d, Af and A2f. We can observe that the thermal drift and the amplitudes of each 

periodic function reach stabilized values (d
sta, Af

sta and A2f
sta) after a few cycles. These values are used 

to develop our thermal method to determine crack nucleation threshold. 

 



 
Figure 9: evolutions of: exp,fit, d, Af and A2f  

 

4. Thermal method to determine crack nucleation conditions 

4.1 Temperature evolution during variable displacement tests 

Tests in blocks of cycles with constant maximal Hertzian pressure, pmax, and variable relative 

displacement amplitude, a, are made. The number of cycles per block should be sufficient to achieve 

temperature stabilization. For each block, when stabilized mechanical and thermal conditions are 

reached, a is increased and then maintained constant until a new stable situation is attained (cf. Figure 

10(a)). Displacements start from very low values and are incremented little by little imposing a partial 

slip regime (Qa<µP, where µ is the coefficient of friction), until the transition to gross slip regime 

(Qa = µP) where testing concludes. During each step, the evolution of the surface temperature is 

recorded by the infrared camera, as well as Q (used to estimate qmax). For this study a loading frequency 

of 10 Hz, a sampling frequency of 7 Hz and pmax values of 420, 600, 800 and 1000MPa were chosen. 

Figure 10(b) shows an example of the averaged temperature variation  over the ROI (cf. Figure 4(b)) 

for pmax = 1000MPa and Figure 11 shows an exemple of the temperature field . We can note the presence 

of small gross slip regime cycles at the beginning of some blocks, introducing a short but high increase 

of the temperature. These gross slip regime cycles are due to the contact's instability. 

 



 

Figure 10: (a) Principle of a variable displacement test ;(b) evolution of the variation of 

temperature during a variable displacement test for pmax=1000MPa 

 
Figure 11: Filled contour plot of a temperature field during a loading cycle with pmax=1000MPa 

and qmax=710MPa 

 

 



4.2 Numerical modeling 

 

A numerical model used to estimate the order of magnitude of the thermal effect induced by 

microplasticity of the flat and that assumes the material behavior remains thermoelastic during the 

fretting tests (i.e. no intrinsic dissipation),  will be developed in this section. So, only dissipative effects 

induced by friction in sliding zones will be taken into account. 

 

4.2.1. Thermomechanical framework 

 

Under partial slip conditions, fretting loading is a non-proportional multiaxial fatigue loading with little 

temperature variation. Therefore the local heat equation can be written in the following simplified form 

[20] [21]:  

 2

1 theC k d s
t


 


   


 (3) 

where k is the heat conduction coefficient, ρ the density, C the specific heat, 2  the Laplacian,  the 

temperature variation defined by  = T – T0 (where T is the measured temperature and  is the 

equilibirum temperature at the beginning of the test), d1 the intrinsic dissipation (= 0) and sthe the 

thermoelastic source. 

 

Thermoelastic sources were computed via the classical linear thermoelastic model applied to non-

proportional multiaxial loadings: 

  the 0. .trs T   σ  (4) 

where  is the thermal expansion coefficient and  the stress tensor that will be calculated in §4.2.3. 

 

 

4.2.2. Thermal boundaries conditions 

 

To estimate the temperature rise in sliding areas, heat flux density due to friction can be expressed as 

follows: 

 slip slipqv 
 (5) 

where vslip is the tangential slip velocity, derived from the analytical solution of the tangential slip uslip 

(cf. §4.2.3).

 

This heat flux is divided between the cylinder, cyl., and the flat, flat, (cf. Figure 12) as in [23]: 
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cyl slip

flat slip
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with  
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cyl flat
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where kcyl. and kflat are respectively heat conduction coefficients of the cylinder and the flat. 





In this study, kcyl. = kflat therefore boundaries conditions in sliding areas can be written: 

 

1
.

2
slipn

n







   (8) 

where n  is the normal of the surface. 

 

 
Figure 12: heat flux in slip zone 

 

All other boundaries conditions were chosen as: 

 
/. A Bn

n


 


 


 (9) 

where  is the thermal exchange coefficient between A and B (air or steel).  

 

4.2.3. Mechanical quantities estimation 

 

Knowing time evolution of surface shear stress distributions, q, and constant Hertz contact pressure 

distribution, p, allows us to compute the subsurface stress fields using elastic hypothesis. Under partial 

slip condition, the time evolution of the surface shear stress is defined by [24]: 
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with 
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 (11) 



where µ is the coefficient of friction measured at the transition between partial slip and gross slip 

regime,  x is the axis oriented by the sliding direction and centred on the contact, a is the Hertzian 

contact half-size, c is the stick zone size and c' is the new stick zone size during Q variation (cf. Figure 

13). 

 

 
Figure 13: (a) shear stress during a loading cycle when Q varying from Qa to - Qa 

(b) definitions of: a the Hertzian contact size, c the stick zone size and c' the new stick zone size 

during Q variation 

 

The maximal contact shear stress introduced previoulsy can be estimated using equation (10) and (11) 

with Q = Qa and x = c: 

 

2

1max max

c
q µp

a

 
  

    (12) 

 

The surface pressure distribution follows the Hertz theory and is defined by: 



 

2

( ) 1max

x
p x p

a

 
  

    (13) 

with 

 
*

max

PE
p

RL
   (14) 

where L is the contact length and E* is the equivalent young modulus. 

 

Under plane strain hypothesis, the stress tensor has the following form (see Figure 14(a) for axis 

orientation): 
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  (15) 

 

To determine the stress tensor, pressure and shear stress distributions are replaced by stepwise 

distributions acting on discrete segments of the surface (cf. Figure 14(a)). In the case of uniform 

distributions of pressure and shear stress, stress components are given by [25] (see Figure 14(b) for 

notations): 
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  (16) 

 

 
Figure 14: (a) discrete distribution of pressure and shear stress 

(b) notations for stress component solution 

 

Therefore, stress tensor distribution is the sum of each stepwise contribution and time derivation can be 

estimated by a finite difference method. 

 

Solution of tangential slip uslip when Q = Qa, ua, can be found in [26,27] and its expression for the 

cylinder on flat configuration is: 
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where x0 is any particular point inside the stick region and 
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  (18) 

 

To estimate the time evolution of uslip we assume that:  

    , cos( )slip au x t u x t  (19) 

 

4.2.4. Solving 

 

Using Matlab programming language, an explicit finite difference method was implemented to compute 

three-dimensional temperature field evolution for a cylinder/plane contact under partial slip condition 

for equations (3), (8) and (9). This method enables us to compute thousands of loading cycles in a 

relatively short time. A material volume of 10x10x8mm3 was chosen with a spatial resolution of 1µm 

for mechanical quantities and 100µm for temperature fields (order of magnitude for experimental data). 

Physical properties of the flat and thermal exchange coefficient are summarized in Table 2. 

 

 Cp k  air/steel steel/steel

7800 kg.m-3 460 J.kg-1.K-1 60W.m-1.K-1 10-6 K-1 0.25 3.33 

Table 2: physical properties commonly used for steels [28][29] 

 

Figure 15 illustrates numerical model results averaged on the ROI defined previously for pmax = 1000 

MPa. 

 
Figure 15: numerical model results 



 

4.3 Comparison between experimental and numerical data 

 

For each step (i.e. value of qmax), experimental data and numerical data of the d, Af and A2f stabilized 

values (respectively d
sta, Af

sta and A2f
sta) are plotted as shown in Figure 16 for pmax = 1000MPa. 

Comparison of orders of magnitude between those data shows that the experimental data are higher 

when qmax attains a certain value. (cf. Figure 16). This difference of behavior can be connected to the 

plasticity of the material considering that the numerical model only takes into account the thermoelastic 

behavior. Therefore, d
sta, Af

sta and A2f
sta can be considered indicators of the microplastic behavior of the 

material as well as crack initiation indicators. The change in slope of these stabilized values can be 

empirically connected with a critical maximal contact shear stress qTH, causing a fretting crack. 

 

 
Figure 16: comparison between experimental and numerical data for pmax = 1000MPa 

 

4.4 Thermal method 

 

One rapid method to evaluate qTH is to define three offsets, d, Af and A2f. In order to determine 

these offsets a known crack threshold value, qd,  obtained by the destructive method at a given pmax is 

necessary. In this study we chose qd = 413MPa for pmax = 1000MPa as a reference. Thoses offsets 

correspond to the difference between the linear regression obtained from the first values of d
sta, Af

sta and 



A2f
sta and the experimental data at qd (cf. Figure 17). For pmax = 1000MPa and qd = 413MPa, the offsets 

values are: d = 0.34 °C, Af = 3.1.10-3 °C and A2f = 8.5.10-4 °C. 

 

 
Figure 17: offsets identification 

 

For all the other loading pressures, the maximum shear stress, qmax, corresponding to the same offsets 

between the linear regression and the experimental data is considered as the qTH. It is important to note 

that each stabilized function d
sta, Af

sta and A2f
sta gives a different value of qTH. To have better 

measurement precision those values are then averaged and results will be presented in the next section. 

 

4.5 Results and discussion 

 

Figure 18 shows separate results of qTH obtained from each stabilized values as well as the mean value 

for the different loading pressures. Those results are then compared with the ones obtained from the 

destructive method and a close correlation is found between the two. 

 



 
Figure 18: Results obtained by destructive and thermal methods: 

(a) from d
sta;(b) from Af

sta;(c) from A2f
sta ; (d) mean value 

 

Relative error between both methods is shown in Figure 19. This error is defined as follows: 

 d TH

d

q q
error

q


   (20) 

 

 
Figure 19: relative error between destructive and thermal methods 

 



Except for 600MPa, the relative errors obtained from the separate analyzes (not the averaged one) is 

below 10%. If we look at the averaged values, the relative error also falls below 10% for all loading 

pressures (cf. Table 3). In the case of 600MPa, an analysis of the fretting scar shows a bad alignment of 

the contact, which can explain this high error. 

 

pmax (MPa) 420 600 800 1000 

qd (MPa) 286 332 381 413 

averaged values of qTH (MPa) 269 362 378 413 

error (%) 6 9 1 0 

Table 3: comparison between qd and averaged values of qTH 

 

Unlike the destructive method where obtaining one qd value takes at least six experiments of one day 

each, the thermal method developed in this paper can give results from one, 1 hour experiment. 

Differing from methods already used in fatigue, where only the thermal drift is studied, the advantage of 

our method is that all the thermal harmonics are studied and therefore error is decreased. We can also 

improve the precision of this method by multiplying the number of experiments. Temperature variation 

is not intrinsic to the material behaviour. It actually depends on the diffusion properties (material effect) 

but also on thermal boundary conditions and the heat source distribution (structure effects). Therefore, 

thermal offsets used in this method depend on the same factors. For example, offsets could increase with 

more thermal insulating materials and decrease with forced convection (using a blower) or bigger 

contacts configuration (in the case of plane on plane configuration). 

Therefore, the accuracy of this method can depend on: 

 the repeatability of the boundaries conditions between each tests, these latter must be controlled, 

 the number of steps, especially near the slope change of each stabilized evolutions.  

5. Conclusions 

In this study, a new, non-destructive experimental method using an infrared camera was developed. This 

method provides new understanding of the thermal effects during a fretting test in a cylinder on flat 

contact configuration. Thermal measurement was coupled with a markers tracking method to eliminate 

rigid body movements induced by vibrations and rigidity of the fretting device. 

During a fretting test with constant loading, results showed that the temperature evolution averaged over 

a region of interest can be decomposed into an overall thermal drift and two periodic signals at fL and 

2fL, where fL is the loading frequency. To separately analyse each effect of the thermal signal a method 

of sliding-smoothing by least-squares was applied in this study. Results showed that the thermal drift 

and the amplitudes of each periodic function reach stabilized values (d
sta, Af

sta and A2f
sta) after a few 

cycles. Those stabilized values were then used to develop a thermal method to determine crack initiation 

thresholds. Differences between this new method and the destructive one were less than 10%. 
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